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Instructions for use Textile Guard Eco Wash-In 

 

Textile Guard Eco Wash-In is a wash-in impregnation. It can be used either in the washing machine or by hand. 

Textile Guard Eco only becomes effective after heat treatment in a tumble dryer or with an iron! Before use, read 

the information on the sewn-in care label. 

Application in the washing machine (washing and impregnation): 

 

1. Put a maximum of 2 pieces of clothing in the machine. Pour 25ml “ Pro Wash Eco ” into the detergent 

compartment. 

2. Pour 80ml “ Textile Guard Eco Wash-In ” into the fabric softener chamber. 

3. Select the “Delicates”, “Easy-Care” or “Sports” wash cycle. Limit the spin speed to 400-600 rpm. 

Use in the washing machine (impregnation only): 

 

1. of 2 items of clothing in the machine that have previously been washed with “ Pro Wash Eco ” . 

2. Put 80ml " Textile Guard Eco Wash-In" in the fabric softener chamber. 

3. Select a wash cycle without a subsequent rinse cycle. (e.g. "impregnation", "softener" or "starches"). 

Limit spin speed to 400-600 rpm. 

Application by hand: 

 

Fill the container with 10L hand-warm water. Add 80ml " Textile Guard Eco Wash-In ". Immerse 1 garment previously 

washed with " Pro Wash Eco " and leave for 10 minutes, stirring regularly. Ensure that the impregnation can wet all 

areas of the fabric. Then remove and squeeze out - do not wring out. Do not flush. 

Activation of the impregnation: 

The activation of the impregnation in a tumble dryer works particularly well and easily. To do this, put the still damp 

clothing in a dryer and dry at normal temperature. 

With modern dryers, an "impregnation program" can be used, otherwise "Cotton Cupboard Dry". 

TIP: If there is no beading effect after drying, the temperature was not sufficient. Then either select a warmer dryer 

program or iron as described below. 

As an alternative to the tumble dryer, it can also be activated with an iron. To do this, first let the textile dry on a wide 

hanger after applying the impregnation. 

Then place the clothing on an ironing board, heat the iron to setting 1 (synthetics), place a damp tea towel between 

the clothing and the iron (damp towels conduct the heat particularly well, at the same time shiny spots on the textile 

are avoided). Iron the clothing in slow and even movements on the entire outside. 

When using, please observe the safety instructions on the product label! 
 
 

 


